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Abstract:- In this work the authors propose a data
coding protocol that leads to power reduction for
block data transfer in off-chip buses. I/O pads
driving off-chip buses contribute to a major portion
of power dissipation in chips. Also, block data
transfer is preferred in most systems like caches,
DMA etc. In this proposed work, the prior knowledge
of the block of data to be transmitted, when it is
stored in the buffer, is exploited in a serial fashion to
reduce transitions on every bus line. Statistical
analysis shows up to 31.9% reduction in transitions.
Benchmark results show that it leads to 29%
reduction in power consumption. The technique
provides added error detection on the lines of parity
bit technique, with similar average error detection
capability.
1. INTRODUCTION
Increased integration and higher operating frequencies
compound the problem of power dissipation in VLSI
chips. One of the main contributors to power
consumption is switching activity on the highcapacitance lines of an interconnection system,
especially off-chip buses. Buses constitute an important
resource for addressing and data transfer in the
implementation of most electronic systems. The fact that
the power consumed at the I/O pads accounts for a
significant fraction of the total power consumed in VLSI
systems has been independently established by many
researchers [1-3].
Error detection is also of equal importance, as buses are
more prone to error due to temperature variations,
interference from neighboring sources, and ageing etc.
Thus a low power data coding scheme supporting error
detection is desired. Existing techniques make use of the
data as it is placed on to the bus. This leads to a delay
which can severely affect the operating frequency of the
circuit. The proposed encoding
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technique, which is based on serial transition inversion,
works on blocks of data for power reduction in off-chip
buses. Numerous bus transmission protocols deal with
blocks of data rather than individual data words. This is
evident in DMA transfers and cache lines which are
widely used in computer systems. In block data transfer
the latency in data coding can be hidden since the block
will be transmitted only after it is filled up. This brings
the pipeline approach to the coding technique. Since
Off- chip buses consume more power, keeping the
encoding circuitry before the I/O pad reduces power
consumed by it. The proposed technique is also called
transition inversion in the following sections
2. RELATED WORK
One of the most often cited encoding methods is the businvert method [1]. Bus-invert selects between the
original and the inverted pattern in a way that minimizes
the switching activity on the bus. The resulting patterns
together with an extra bus line (to notify whether the
address or its complement has been sent) are signaled
over the bus. Musoll et al. proposed the working zone
method [3]. Their method takes advantage of the fact
that data accesses tend to remain in a small set of
working zones. Other encoding techniques include
Asymptotic Zero-Transition Encoding [2], Gray coding
(mostly for addresses), and other application specific
encoding techniques [9,10]. Most of the existent
techniques make use of the repeating patterns in address
buses to reduce address bus transitions [6,8,9]. Frequent
Value encoding (FVE) is another technique proposed in
[13] also results in a significant reduction in transitions,
but has not been considered here, due to the overhead
involved.
There is no existent literature on bus coding
methodologies for block data transfer, other than Serial
Bus Invert [14], which encodes blocks of data rather
than individual data words. Also a transition inversion
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based encoding technique [12] was developed for
serial buses that serve as a basis for the proposed
technique. The technique proposed in this work is
compared with Serial Bus Invert, serial gray coding
[15], and transition signaling [11], which is the reverse
of gray coding. The last technique mentioned is similar
to the algorithm proposed by us, but differs in the
decision making process.
3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In block data transfer, data is generally loaded
onto a buffer and then is put on the bus. Each line in
the bus is a serial line that will transmit one particular
bit position of all data words that are put on the bus.
Before transmission, the number of transitions on a
line is counted. This can be done by a simple XOR
gate between consecutive bits and counting the number
of ‘1’s. If the number of transitions is more than half
the number of data words, the transitions states
between the bits can be inverted. Each transition is
made as a non-transition and vice versa. If not, the bit
stream is transmitted as such. In case transition
inversion is needed, the scheme operates by observing
the transition states between any 2 bits and setting the
encoded second bit to be the same as the previous
encoded bit if there is a transition. If there is no
transition, the previous encoded bit is inverted. The
decision bit signifying transition inversion is
transmitted before transmitting the encoded data. This
has to be done on all lines. Since the data is sent as a
block, the extra bit on each line will signal for all the
data words.
The transitions in the bit stream, transmitted
on a line, can be reduced by the aforementioned
scheme. Each line is processed independent of each
other. If there is a need for transition inversion, then
the following steps are followed to obtain encoded
data. Let the data bit that is to be transmitted next be bd
and previous data bit be bdp. The previous transmitted
bit is btp. The next transmitted bit will be
bt
=
btp
if
bd ≠ bdp
=
!btp
if
bd = bdp
In receiver the reverse logic needs to be
applied. When the bit stream has been signaled as
modified, then the following steps are followed to
decode data. The previous and current received bits are
assumed to be ‘brp’ and ‘br’ respectively. The
previous decoded bit is assumed to be bdp. The
current received bit will be
bd = bdp
if
brp ≠ br
= !bdp
if
brp = br

The encoding and decoding is done on the fly,
to reduce performance losses. For example in the bit
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stream 10101011, the number of transitions is 6. Thus
this stream is to be modified according to the algorithm
described above. The first bit is transmitted as such,
without any change. This is described in Table 1. The
encoded data has only one transition.
Table 1: Sample coding process
Key: NT – No Transition, T – Transition, NC-No Change
Bit No.
Bit stream
Transition State
Encode state
Encoded Bit
stream
Decode state
Decoded bit
stream

1
1
N
C
N
C
1

2
0
T

3
1
T

4
0
T

5
1
T

6
0
T

7
1
T

N
T
1

N
T
1

N
T
1

N
T
1

N
T
1

N
T
1

N
C
1

T

T

T

T

T

T

0

1

0

1

0

1

8
1
N
T
T
0
N
T
1

A. Statistical Analysis of the Algorithm
A statistical analysis of the serial transition
inversion (STI) algorithm has been carried out in two
independent methods taking buffer depths of 8, 16, 32,
and 64. The first analysis considers all combinations of
the word and determines the original and modified
transitions in the datasets. It is essentially a brute force
approach. The data considered was a uniform
distribution of all possible data patterns that is likely to
be transmitted over the bus. For example, considering
a buffer depth of 8, the number of possible data
patterns of one bit stream is 256. The number of
transitions in these data patterns was calculated along
with the number of transitions in the data pattern after
being modified, using the proposed algorithm. The
second analysis was an analytical one. For an N-bit
system, where the transitions are taken between the
consecutive bits, maximum of (N-1) transitions are
possible in the bit stream. Number of possibilities of ‘i’
transitions= (N-1)Ci. Let Torg and Tmod be the number of
transitions in the original data patterns and the number
of transitions in the modified data patterns
respectively. These entities can be calculated as
follows:
Total
number
of
transitions Torg

 (( N −1)
N −1

Ci

*i

) (1)

i=0

Transition inversion is done when the number
of transition is more than or equal to N/2. The number
of transitions in the modified data will be (N-1-i) for
‘i’ transitions in the original data.
Tmod = N2 −1 (
)
 N −1 
 (2)

 N − 1 C

i=0



i

* 2 * i  + ( N − 1)C * 2 * N( − 1 − i  )
N
i

i=
2
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The average reduction can be calculated by
taking the difference between the number of transitions
in the modified data patterns, given by equation (2)
and unmodified data patterns, given by equation (1).
The reduction figures would be smaller if the decision
bit is also considered. The results obtained by both the
methods agree with each other and are shown in Table
2.
Table 2: Statistical Percentage Reduction
Word Length
% Reduction
in transitions

8 Bits
31.25

16 Bits
20.95

32 bits
13.54

64 bits
9.78

B. Power Analysis of the Algorithm
The overall power reduction consists of the power
reduction achieved by the transition reduction minus
the power consumed by the extra circuitry.
Unmodified dynamic power consumed by I/O pads is
given by

1
porg = Vdd 2CT f
2

(3)

Where, Vdd, f, Ct, α represent drain voltage,
frequency of operation, line capacitance, switching
activity respectively. If the power dissipation of the
extra circuitry required for the coding process is taken
into account then the equation given above has two
extra terms on the right hand side, the encoder and
decoder power dissipation respectively.

reduction

%scaledpower

The transition inversion algorithm needs an extra
bit to be transmitted before the start of the block of
data on all lines. This leads to a decrease in bandwidth
utilization. For a system with buffer depth of 8, 9 bits
are transmitted on one line. Therefore a frequency
increase of 9/8 will be needed to maintain the same
bandwidth utilization. The corresponding power
consumed by I/O pads will increase linearly.
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
16

32

64

Word Length

Figure 1: Effects of frequency scaling with word
length
A performance metric is defined to take into account
the scaling of the frequency and the reduction in
transitions, and is calculated as their product. The
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D. Error Detection Analysis of the Algorithm
The proposed algorithm’s propensity towards
reducing the number of transitions can be used for
detecting errors. This can be done by determining if
the number of transitions in the received bitstream is
more than half the bitstream length. If this count is
more than half the bitstream length, the incoming data
is incorrect. The proposed technique is compared with
parity bit technique, as both have similar overhead i.e.
addition of one bit to the bitstream. The parity bit
detects all odd bit errors, but misses even bit flips,
whereas, transition inversion can detect a certain
percentage of any number of bit errors. Error analysis
has been done by considering all combinations of the
given word length that are transmitted over the bus.
For transition inversion coding, the possible
combinations of the word are those in which the
number of transitions is less than 4. All the
combinations of bit errors right from one bit error to 8
bit errors have been checked for both the proposed
technique and parity bit technique. The result of this
analysis is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Error Detection Analysis
% of errors detected
Parity
Proposed Technique
Coding
1
100
31.25
2
0
44.64
3
100
52.68
4
0
55.71
5
100
52.68
6
0
44.64
7
100
31.25
8
0
0
If all the bits are in error, then neither technique can
detect the error, as in the proposed technique if all bits
are flipped, the number of transitions remains the
same. Calculation of statistical averages over the entire
range of bit errors shows that the proposed technique
and parity bit technique both have the same value of
50.2%. The average is calculated as the ratio of total
number of errors detected to the total number of errors
possible on the line. Thus the proposed technique can
be used as a hint to upper layers of communication that
an error has occurred since it cannot reliably detect all
errors.
No. of Bit
errors

C. Performance Analysis of the Algorithm

8

variation of this parameter with word length is shown
in Figure 1. Bus invert leads to a reduction in
bandwidth since it poses a delay in putting the encoded
data. By following a depth based approach where most
delays are hidden, bandwidth need not be reduced.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
In most block systems, the data buffer is present just
before the transmission part. The core logic puts the data
inside the buffer from one side and the transmission
happens from the other side.

The transition counter works in parallel to buffer
loading, and is thus masked. The on the fly encoder is
shown in Fig 4.
B.
Decoder
The decoder shown in Fig 5 performs XOR between
consecutive bits to determine transition state, inverts the
received bit if required to recover the data.

Figure 2: High Level Architecture
The transition counting happens when the data is being
filled up in the buffer. The transition inversion decision
is made depending on the count of the transitions and
encoding done based on it. The bit stream is encoded on
the fly as the data is put on the bus, as shown in Figure
2. In the receiver the decoder has to decode the
incoming bit stream and recover the original data.
A.
Decision Circuit and Encoder
The decision circuit is a simple XOR gate between
consecutive bits of the input bit stream as shown in
Figure 3. The counter needs to count only up to half the
number of maximum transitions.

Figure 5: Decoder Circuit.
C.
Complexity Analysis
The main components of both systems are the decision
circuit, encoder and decoder.
Decision circuit: With increase in bus width, the space
complexity increases exponentially (O(N 2 )) for bus
invert decision circuit. A comparable parameter in the
proposed technique is buffer depth which leads to a
linear increase (O(N)) in circuit complexity. Time
complexity increases linearly (O(N)) in bus invert, while
in the proposed technique it is constant( O(1)).
Encoder and Decoder: With increase in bus width, the
bus invert encoder/decoder circuit complexity increases
linearly (O(N)). For the proposed technique, the circuit
complexity is constant (O(1)). Time complexity is
constant (O(1)) in both bus invert and the proposed
technique.

Figure 3: Decision Circuit (Transition Counter)
This circuit can also be implemented with double edge
triggered circuits to further optimize at the encoder
stage.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For experimental analysis, the algorithm was applied on
random image data and SPEC2000 benchmark binaries.
Random Image Data:
For this analysis of the algorithm seven images were
taken and their RGB values were ran through the
algorithm. The images were a mix of both smooth and
detailed features. The results are tabulated in Table 4.
These do not include the power dissipated by the
encoder and decoder circuitry.

Figure 4: Encoder Circuit
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Table 4: A comparison of transition reduction for Bus
invert and the Proposed Technique
#

Original no.
of transitions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

120160
127770
74666
165678
111909
66189
159620

Bus Invert Coding
transitions
86296
94776
61746
119578
81645
49251
121466

%
reduction
28.18
25.82
17.3
27.83
27.04
25.59
23.9

Proposed technique
transitio
ns
72212
85454
53502
119908
70978
46769
114163

%
reduction
39.9
33.11
28.34
27.62
36.58
29.34
28.48

It is clear from the above table that STI performs much
better than bus invert.
With SPEC2000 benchmarks:
SPEC2000 benchmark binaries traces were
run with the proposed technique and compared with
bus invert and gray coding. The 26 binaries were run
with varying the buffer depth and bus widths with the
values 8,16,32,64. The averages for a given
combination of bus width and buffer depth were taken
and have been plotted. The results for the proposed
technique and bit invert are showed in Figure 6 and 7
respectively.
35.00

%reductionintransitions

30.00
25.00
20.00

It can be offset by splitting the block into sub-blocks of
smaller depths. Depending on the system, a
compromise between power reduction and bandwidth
utilization can be found. The benchmark files were also
run using Gray Coding technique which is the reverse
of transition signaling. The results are shown in Figure
8.
20
10
0
8

16

32

Buffer Depth 8

64

-10

Buffer Depth 16

-20

Buffer Depth 32
Buffer Depth 64

-30
-40
-50
Bus Width

Figure 8: Transition reduction in Gray Coding
It can be seen that there is not much reduction
in transitions, with some of the data points showing an
increase in the number of transitions. Gray code does
not show any reduction in transition since it is an N-bit
to N-bit mapping. Whatever data tuples are in input set
are exactly the same in the output set. So it is not
possible to get any benefits out of Gray code. The same
is the case with transition signaling.

Depth 8
Depth 16

15.00

Depth 32
10.00

Depth 64

5.00
0.00
8

16

32

64

Bus Width

Figure 6: Transition reduction in Transition Inversion
%reductionintransition

The increase in buffer depth leads to a lesser reduction.

Transition reduction Percentage
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Depth 8
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Depth 32
Depth 64

15
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B. Overall Power Analysis
The proposed system was designed in RTL
and analyzed with Synopsys synthesis tools. A bus
operating at 100MHz was assumed with its I/O voltage
levels at 3.3v. The internal circuitry was modeled on
180nm process technology. The circuitry was
simulated by feeding the SPEC2000 benchmark trace
files as input for a buffer depth of 8. The power
consumed by the circuitry is shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Power dissipation of encoding/decoding circuitry
for transition inversion

5

Circuitry

0
8

16

32

64

Bus Width

Figure 7: Transition reduction in Bus invert
It can be observed that the buffer depth does not
make any changes to bus invert. Also with increase in
buffer depth, the transition reduction reduces for the
proposed technique. A similar observation can be
made for bus invert when bus width is increased.
With increasing bus widths in present VLSI
systems, the proposed technique will perform better.
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Power
consumed

Decision
circuit
28.7µW

Encoder

Decoder

28.9µW

28.6µW

Assuming the parameters stated above and the
activity factor for the benchmarks to be 0.5, the power
was found to be 27.23mW. The reduction in power
consumption is linearly dependent on the activity
factor reduction. A reduction of 30% activity leads to a
reduction of power by 8.17mW. The total power
consumed by the extra circuitry is 86.2 µW leading to a
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net power reduction of 8.08mW which
corresponds to 29.7 % reduction in
power.
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